
Introduction
This document explains everything you need to know about stems and how to
prepare them before sending them to your Mentor Mixdown engineer. Please
read everything carefully so we can get into mixing your project as efficiently as
possible.

What is a STEM vs a TRACK?
A TRACK is a recording of separate audio parts - for example kick, bass, low bass,
piano, piano reverb, lead vocal etc. Within a DAW project, a track could be either
audio or a virtual instrument.

A STEM is a single or grouped collection of tracks mixed together into a single
audio file. A single STEM can be either mono or stereo - it being best to match the
original track. For example, if your kick track is mono, then the kick stem should
be mono.

What is a STEM Mix?
A stem mix is where you send an engineer your STEMS with all the treatment you
like on them for an engineer to mix to a single stereo recording. Having the
component parts of the song as STEMS makes it much easier for the engineer to
process each part as needed to create a professional master.

Why do I need to send STEMS rather than
my DAW Project?
There are many reasons for this.

First and foremost, it makes session interchange between you and the mix
engineer easier. The engineer may not have all the same plugins that you are
using in the project which means they may not even be able to hear the sound as
you’ve envisioned it.

Even if they do have the same plugins, there can still sometimes be issues with
differing plug-in versions or user settings.
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Also, making a stem mix it is a great way to “future-proof” your project.  By
making a STEM mix BEFORE the final mixing session, you can be sure that you’ll
still be able to open the project in the future, no matter what the DAW or version
of the DAW is. There’s nothing worse than trying to open up a project that you
worked on ages ago only to find that the software versions (both DAW and
plug-ins) have changed so much that the project won’t play properly or even
open!   Also, if you sign your record to a label, they’ll often ask for a stem mix for
the same reasons we are asking for it since they will then own the record.  And if
the song becomes a “hit,” then needing to open it up in the future, for remixes, or
future versions becomes all that more important.

Preparing your stem mix before you send it
to your Mentor Mixdown engineer
There’s a limit to the number of stems that you can send us, depending on which
Mentor Mixdown package you purchased.

The Gold package allows you to send up to 24 stems.

The Platinum package means you can send us up to 48 stems.

So, one of the biggest factors to consider when creating your stem mix to send us
is… how many stems do you want to create?

Consolidating all your tracks into various groups makes managing the project
much easier and helps to alleviate many headaches an engineer may face when
dealing with a huge project that they are unfamiliar with.

By creating a limited number of stems,  the essence of your project is maintained
while still giving the engineer enough control to create the final mix.

We’ll run through the most common stems below. But first, there’s one other
thing you need to be aware of:

When your stems are imported into your engineer’s DAW and played back at
unity (all faders at 0) your stems should sound EXACTLY LIKE YOUR OWN MIX
BOUNCE.

Also, it’s best practice to create a NEW project with your stems in it so that it is as
small in size as possible. This also separates the production phase from the mixing
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phase and means that if you need to go back to the production for any reason,
the production project is still in its original state.

Common stems
So, let’s go through the most common stems you could create.

KICK STEM
Always on its own, it’s the foundation of your track so the kick should always sit in
a stem of its own. Most people's problems are at the bottom end, so by having the
kick in its own stem the mix engineer has maximum control over it.

BASS STEM
Again, the bass always wants to have its own stem. If there is more than one bass
instrument track don’t bounce them together into one. It’s better to have each
instrument as a separate stem - for example high bass, low bass.

MID DRUMS
Depending on the number of stems your engineer is mixing you may want to mix
the mid drums as one stem ie, clap, snare, congas, drum fills, tom etc

These are all around the same frequency so it makes it easier for the engineer to
treat them differently from the higher frequency drums.

HIGH DRUMS
This stem should include hi-hats, hi hat loops, shakers, cymbals, reverse cymbals
and so on. Some people prefer to put cymbals, crashes and reverse crashes in a
separate FX stem - whichever you choose is up to you.

MUSIC STEMS
So this is generally where things get messy in a mix with limited time or stems!

Depending on the number of stems you are trying to get to (limited by the Gold
or Platinum package you purchased), it’s best to keep each item as separate as
possible.
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It’s really important that you bounce any reverb & delay effects separately as a
send stem. If you’re coming up against either the 24 or 48 stem limit, we suggest
your prioritize in the following order:

1. Lead Sounds, ie Synths, Pianos, Guitars (whatever the lead is in your track).
If you have three sounds making one lead and you're happy with it, bounce
it as one stem. Again, make sure you also keep the reverb and delay on a
separate stem.

2. Supporting sounds, eg synths, Rhodes and so on.
3. Pads, Strings, background synths.

FX
Your FX stem should include all your effects - eg white noises, rises, whooshes,
sirens etc.

You can generally bounce these as one stem as they are typically background
sounds and the engineer will automate these in volume to reach the level
required.

VOCALS
Vocals vary wildly from track to track so it’s always best to send them all as
separate stems.

However, if you have a lead vocal and lots of harmonies, then best practice is to
group the harmonies into similar parts (i.e. high, mid, and low harmonies) and
create stereo stems of each.

Typically, you should arrange your vocal stems as follows, depending on how
complex your vocal arrangement is:

● Lead Vocal - single track with all processing and any automation included.
● Lead Accent tracks - any doubles or tracks that support the lead, but are

not harmonies.
● Harmony tracks - ideally grouped with “like parts” and stems created for

each such as
○ High Harmonies
○ Mid Harmonies
○ Low Harmonies
○ Octaves
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If you are hitting the 24 or 48 stem limit, OR more importantly are
very happy with the blends/mix of the harmonies, you could create
ONE stereo stem of all the harmonies.

Additional notes
When you’re preparing your stems please note:

- Name them so it’s obvious what the stem contains
- Don’t EQ too much out of the bottom end as we can always take away but

never add!
- Make sure no channels are going into the red
- Provide BPM, Sample Rate and Key
- Supply your master bounce as an additional reference track and be sure to

LISTEN to your stem mix to make sure it’s as close to the reference mix as
possible so there is no guessing, or unnecessary work by the mix-engineer
to get it as close as possible.

Questions?
If you’ve still got any questions, don’t hesitate to get in touch with our support
team so they can help you.
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